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We have grown the scholarship program to 75 players

The Just for Girls program was implemented in our second school successfully  

We completed the 5th Annual Great Goals Tournament, with 680 players from

ages 8 – 15. 

We ended the 2019-20 Youth I-league with a very creditable performance in

both age groups

We ran  the city’s largest Golden Baby League with 399 players- and  were

recognized by FIFA and AIFF for  the 2nd year in a row  for the  quality of the

league and it’s impact on young footballers

This year, we’ve spent some time reflecting on our work and taking stock of what

we’ve learned and accomplished in order to increase our impact in the years to

come. The Great Goals Trust is only two years old but we can already see that we

have helped in levelling the playing field for sport in 2019-20.  The highlights:

 

 

The pandemic  hit us as we wrapped up some of the activities of the trust, but we can

look back on 2019-20 with pride that we have been true to our mission. None of this

would be possible without our community—from our capable coaches and staff, to

partners, mentors, advisors and our donors. We could not be more grateful for your

support.

NOTE FROM THE TRUSTEES

P R I Y A  G O P A L E N K A V I T H A  V I J A Y



Provide football and basketball scholarships for training for

those who cannot afford or access Great Goals

Provide playing opportunities that enable a player to maximize

and showcase their potential by organizing  and participating in

tournaments and leagues

Enable players of advanced skills to showcase their potential

through state and national level platforms such as the  I-

League

Enable increased participation of girls in sports through

developing programs such as Just for Girls

Partner with under-funded or under-resourced schools, clubs 

and organizations to offer  year-round programs, camps and

events

Great Goals was founded in 2013 with the aim of teaching children

life skills through sports. We believe that sport is a metaphor for

life, and through sport, children learn problem-solving, teamwork,

leadership, respect, honesty, and perseverance. Very soon, we

realized that there were barriers, economic and social, that

prevented children from participating in Great Goals. 

To remove these barriers, we began a series of initiatives in 2015

to promote sport at the grassroots. We began offering training

scholarships, worked with low-income schools, and started the

Just for Girls program to engage more girls in sport. We wanted

every child who wanted to be a part of Great Goals to have access.

We wanted to break economic barriers and close gender gaps, so

that all children who love sports can play sports. As the demand

for these initiatives grew, we realized that they needed a separate

focus to achieve scale. 

 

That’s why we set up the Great Goals Trust in 2018. This non-

profit arm of Great Goals, seeks to give back to sport and society. 

Since 2018, this has been the mandate and aim of the Great Goals

Trust -   to grow these initiatives that bring sports to less privileged

groups and schools. We began on a small scale with a few donors,

mostly family and close friends.In the year, 2019-20, we have

grown the number of activities and donors, but this will remain a

focus for the coming year. So more and more children can Reach

for the Stars through sport.

Objectives of the Great Goals Trust

Vision

Engage, Inspire and

Empower young boys

and girls to Reach for

the Stars

Mission

To create an

ecosystem where

sportsmanship is

greater than sport. 

We strive to  level the

playing field by

lowering barriers for

all young individuals,

irrespective of

gender,  background

or economic

constraints.

ABOUT THE TRUST
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SCHOLARSHIPS
Remove barriers to affordability for all and encourage

more girls to  participate in physical sports. We seek

to reach hundreds of under-served children who

dream of playing football and basketball. Every year

since 2015, this number has been steadily growing

and formalized in the Trust since 2018

SCHOOLS IN NEED
Provide exposure and enjoyment of football in

schools without access/ under-privileged / under

funded schools. Our programs are designed to meet

the needs and philosophy of the school - as regular

all-year programs, summer camps, short sessions.

Schools report increased attendance on football

days!

YOUTH I-LEAGUE
Provide access to platforms to push limits and

intense training of players with advanced abilities by

recruitment for I-league teams.  As a new entrant into

the league in 2018, our teams have won consistent

praise for their performance and teamwork. And have

placed well in the standings.

ANNUAL TOURNAMENT
Create a showcase for youth talent through, The

Annual Great Goals (Trust) Tournament,. This is the 

 only one of its' kind in the city, to showcase

Chennai’s  footballing talent from ages 8-15. Made

possible by generous contributions from our

community. Started in 2015, the 5th edition in 2019

had 700 players compete across 5 age groups.  This

has been run by the Great Goals Trust since 2018. 

BABY LEAGUE
Promote grassroots  competition through the Baby

League. Building on our internal leagues, since

January 2013, the Trust has run the league in 2018-

19 and 2019-20 under the AIFF Baby League

initiative. The league has been recognised with a

FIFA Award in both years.
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Over 100 deserving players from low income families have gained access to high-

quality training and facilities, allowing them to showcase their talent on a

competitive stage.

We have created platforms to foster grassroots competition through some of

Chennai’s most prestigious youth football competitions - The Annual Great Goals

Tournament and Great Goals Baby League. Teams from across the state compete

with each other irrespective of socio-economic background, from across the state

together in competition.

In just two years, we have put up an admirable showing  in the Youth I-League,

India’s most prestigious showcase of youth footballing talent. Our teams have earned

the respect of opposing teams and coaches for their style of play, teamwork and

sportsmanship.Our Youth I-league teams have many low-income players who are

taken in for their talent and provided with scholarships. 

Our Just for Girls program is breaking the stereotype that football is a boys’ sport.

Our coaching approach builds positive role models and ensures that more and more

girls enjoy playing football.

We have built a culture of respect and professionalism, instilling a culture of

sportsmanship and fair play within all our players. Through this, we’ve made strides

in creating an ecosystem of professionalism and fair play in the very economically

diverse youth footballing space in Chennai.

In the two years since we established The Great Goals Trust, and launched Reach for the

Stars, we are pleased to see an impact of our programs.

And through this all, we keep reinforcing the fact that sportsmanship is bigger than the

sport. Though this is hard to evaluate in the short run, it is evidenced every time a

player on the opposite team gives a hand to get a player up, it is when teams shake

hands not out of formality but respect, and when the good performance of a team mate

is applauded. These are small but important steps in the life of a young player, the ones

that becomes values and life skills,  and ones we continuously reinforce on and off-field.

IMPACT



We initiated scholarships in 2015 so that ANY player is

able to be a part of Great Goals. We aim to remove

barriers to affordability and  reach hundreds of

underprivileged children who dream of playing football and

basketball.

Since 2018 these scholarship have been given from the

Great Goals Trust . Scholarships include free or subsidised

training within a Great Goals football, or basketball

program including Elite Training and Youth I-League

Programs. Scholarships are for an entire  year, and include

uniforms and other training accessories. 

The scholarship process is transparent. A parent or school

is offered a sliding scale based on their affordability - the

scale ranges from completely free to 50% subsidised.  

The program has grown manifold. We started with 2

scholarships in 2015  and in 2019-20, we offered 75

scholarships to players. Of these 34 scholarships were

funded by donations. The rest were subsidised by Great

Goals.

Pic: Scholarship players in the U-13 Youth League team

for 2019-20 on the the day they were given their jerseys
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SCHOLARSHIPS

Scholarship Growth



I am very proud to be associated with

Great Goals. Football has taught me

self-discipline, to be health conscious,

how to face difficulties in life and made

me more confident. I love Great Goals. 

Pragadeesh (Praga) was our first scholarship player in 2015. With hard
work, diligence and perseverance (all of the qualities he described
above!),  he earned his place on the Great Goals Youth League Team for
2018-19 and 19-20 seasons.  He continues training on scholarship from
the  Great Goals Trust.

Fair play, discipline, respect, caring…  perseverance and hard

work - all these are things I have learnt at Great Goals. Football is

part of my life and I will carry it with me through my life.  Thank

you for giving me the opportunity to be part of Great Goals.

~ Pragadeesh  K.



This year we expanded the schools program to include a second school. In the School programs

we partner with the school to offer football training as a co-curricular or an extra-curricular

activity. It helps reach a number of children who otherwise would not be able to play sport. Both

schools continue to report increased involvement and attendance of players on football days. 

Seva Samajam Children’s Home, Lady Nye School, a Unit of the Guild of Service -  We work with

students in grades 3-6 offering football training two days of the week. We have partnered with

schools to organize shoe drives to get gently used sports shoes for the school children. We

provide equipment as part of our program.

Muslim Women’s Association Girls Matriculation School  - We offer football training as an after-

school program for 28 girls in this school. Offered as a Just For Girls program, the program has

been very successful in breaking stereotypes of who can play football and in what environment.

A  school program costs Rs.20000 per month. Great Goals Trust bears 50% of the cost of the

Schools Program - some of it is supported through donations.

SCHOOLS IN NEED

Pic: Scholarship players in the U-13 Youth League team

for 2019-20 on the the day they were given their jerseys
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Muslim Women;''s Association Girls School

2 schools
62 students
45 girls

Lady Nye School
Seva Samajam Orphanagel
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ANNUAL

TOURNAMENT

Best Player of the Team at the end of the Group Stages –

where one player who has delivered consistently for their

team in the league stage

Player of the Match Awards for every match in the knockout

rounds to recognise performances of those players 

The Annual Great Goals tournament, a one-of-its-kind in the city

showcases young football talent from the ages 8-15. Started in

2015 with 375 players, the 2019 edition had 680 players

compete across six age Groups. This was the biggest tournament

yet and it continues to be the largest non-schools tournament in

Chennai. This tournament has been conducted by the Great

Goals Trust since 2018. 

This year’s tournament was played over 2 days and had 680

players, competing in 6 age categories from 75 teams.  We had

three outstation teams. Twelve (12) teams were given free or

subsidised entry. Awards were given to the winners, runners up

and the third place team. In addition to individual awards, we

have two eagerly anticipated awards that recognise individual

performances at every level of the tournament 

These awards are sponsored by AGS Cinemas.

It takes a village to run a tournament and we are fortunate to

count on our team – our very capable staff and coaches who own

the tournament, the many volunteers that come from our parent

community and our alumni who form the backbone of the

operations and logistics. 

This tournament is firmly on the Chennai map and was widely

covered in the press. The growing number of teams and players

every year is indicative of not just the appetite for football at this

level, but also the lack of such platforms to perform.  

We are very proud that this tournament has set standards for 

 timeliness and fair play in the city – we see others emulate

aspects of it in their tournaments and they credit us publicly with

influencing their approach.

This tournament is made possible by generous donations and

sponsorships to The Great Goals Trust. A detailed tournament

report is available on request



Great Goals is one of 6 football academies in Tamil Nadu that

is accredited by the All India Football Federation with

eligibility to participate in the Youth I-League. The Youth

I-league, is a National Tournament to promote youth football

at the highest level. As part of the preparation for this

tournament, Great Goals U-13 and U-15 teams also

participated in the Tamil Nadu Academies League - we played

an active role in planning this league.

These leagues offer platforms for  youth footballers to

benchmark and showcase their talent. Our players have

represented the academy very well in both tournaments. The

Junior (Under-15) team placed second in the I-league Tamil

Nadu Zone. The Sub-Junior (Under-13) team also played very

well and were on a winning streak when the league was

abruptly concluded owing to the COVID-19 lockdown. 

 

Great Goals Trust offers scholarships to Great Goals Youth

League players who come from under-privileged backgrounds.

In addition to the intense training conducted by licensed

coaches, the Trust support costs of travel to and from

matches, team kit, food, lodging and nutritional supplements

before matches. The Trust also cover their insurance, medical

examinations and age eligibility bone test mandated by the

AIFF.

 

 The Youth I-league ran from January  – March 2020, when it

was concluded owing to the lockdowns. 

For 2019-20, Great Goals Trust had 30 under-privileged

players in the Youth League teams. It costs Rs. 50000 per

player for the entire I-league season. Donations helped cover

the cost of 10 scholarships. Great Goals supported the Great

Goals Trust by covering costs of the remaining players.  We

are grateful for the support of our Healthcare Partner -

Kauvery Hospitals and Kit sponsors - Decathlon. 

YOUTH I-LEAGUE

30 SCHOLARSHIP
RECIPIENTS IN THE

YOUTH I-LEAGUE TEAMS

JUNIOR (U-15) TEAM
PLACED 2ND OVERALL

I-LEAGUE TN ZONE



11-a-side football and what it means to play in a

professional environment.The coaches, staff,

management, owners – we are all like a family here.

Great Goals has shown us the football world and

helped us a to be a part of it. I am very proud to be a

member of the Great Goals Ileague team. 

~ Naresh Prabhakaran

Naresh Prabhakaran, age 14, first met Great Goals when he participated in

the 1st Great Goals Tournament in 2015. His team – HUC, a small club based

in a slum area in Pulianthope - won the U-10 category.  Naresh attended the

Open Trials in 2018 and was selected to the Great GoalsYouth I-league team.

He has represented Great Goals in the Sub-Junior Youth League in the 2018-

19 and , 2019-20 season and is currently training as part of the Junior team

for 2020-21. 

I joined Great Goals in 2018

after participating in the 

 Open Selections. Our slum 

 area has only a 5-a-side

ground- only after coming

here I have learnt what it

means to play  7-a-side and 



The Baby League is an initiative of FIFA and the AIFF to promote Grassroots football. Great Goals

Trust has run the league under the auspices of AIFF’s Baby Leagues program since 2018.

The Golden Baby league 2019-20 had 5 age groups and 9 teams in each age group. The league ran

over five months from mid-October – March and was the biggest league in Tamil Nadu with 3 venues,

6 fields per venue, 5 age groups, 24 match days in each age group, 45 teams and 540 matches. But

more than how big and intense it was, the league made an impact on 399 young boy and girl

footballers - not just in terms of the sport, but also in terms of fostering sportsmanship, team spirit

and a never-say-die attitude. Four (4) Chennai-based academies with teams in multiple age groups

teams were offered free or subsidised participation.

This is a program that has tremendous impact on grassroots player development – we see every player

show progress and an improved understanding of the game. We are very proud that the Great Goals

Trust run Baby leagues have been recognised with a FIFA Award (a small grant given to the Top 20

Baby Leagues in the country) for both 2018-19 and 2019-20. 

The Great Goals Baby league is funded by generous donations from sponsors to the Great Goals

Trust.The 2019-20 League was sponsored by Maya Appliances - Vidiem. 

BABY LEAGUE

3  VENUES
5  AGE  GROUPS

24  MATCH  DAYS
45  TEAMS

399  PLAYERS
540  MATCHES



The way you have conducted

the matches was really

excellent and appreciated for

creating a platform and giving

a opportunity for children's

development. 

Puzhal FCA participated in 4 of the 5 age categories of the Great Goals

Golden Baby League. They placed in the top three in every age category

in which they competed. Players are from low-income families and

travelled a long distance  every week to participate in these matches. Our

Baby League seeks to to provide opportunities for players to interact and

play irrespective of socio-economic differences.

We appreciate the efforts your have taken despite

the many challenges ... Thank you and All the Best

to conduct more matches.

~ Coach Vijayan, Head Coach, Puzhal FCA
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Reach for the Stars is enabling young players to pursue their sports dreams. We see the increasing

impact of the work we do in not just how the players behave on and off field, but in the feedback

from parents about their discipline and responsibility, in feedback from other coaches and teams

about our tournament and leagues and in the response from schools to our programs. 

 

We hope to be able to expand all of these areas in the coming years. For 2020-21 our focus will be

to re-build much of the program post-pandemic and get players safely back to sport.

We remain committed to ensuring that every player

who wants to play, can play. This year, we had

demand far in excess of the scholarships available. As

the sister-entity, Great Goals has absorbed these

costs, so that the Great Goals Trust can fulfil its

mission. 

We recognise that we need a sustainable model to

scale up in the coming years. The year 2020-21, will

prove challenging from a fund-raising perspective,

but it is critical that we reach more and more children

and engage them in sport and physical activities.  We

plan to focus on widening the donor pool, meaningful

donor engagement  and seeking new partnerships in

the coming year. 

As the activities of the Trust grow, we have needed to raise funds.

This year we sent out a limited appeal into the Great Goals

community, to friends and family.This outreach resulted in us

raising money for scholarships. (Our maiden attempt through

crowd-funding sites was not very successful.) We were fortunate to

attract sponsors for the Annual Tournament and Baby League. We

are very grateful to the many partners who have sponsored

equipment, snacks, beverages and prizes for all players. 

FUND RAISING

Scholarship Support

Regular Rs. 8300 per team

 Rs. 24000 per year

Ileague Rs. 50000 per year

School Support

Monthly Rs. 20000 
Annual Rs. 180000

CONCLUSION



WE THANK YOU
OUR PROGRAMS
FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT OF

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS

ANJANA KUSHALAPPA
ARAVIND CHERUKURI
EMMA PRIYA THADANI
GEETHA MAHADEVAN
GOPALAKRISHNAN T.S.
HARISH NATARAJ
LAKSHMI PRIYA 
LATA MUKUNDAN
M ARUN
NISHA VENKATESAN
PRITHA GOPALAN
RAJESH AERAT
SHONA SANTHANAM
SUCHITRA GIRISH
VIDYA PRADHAN
VIPIN WARRIER

INSITUTIONAL SUPPORTERS:

AVM FILM STUDIO
BRINGING SMILES TRUST
CHATPAL
FRUIT SHOP ON GREAMS ROAD
INDIA CEMENTS LIMITED
J THOMAS EDUCATIONAL AND
BENOVOLENT TRUST
LOVEJI AND HOMAI TRUST
FOUNDATION
MAYA APPLIANCES (VIDIEM)
V V V AND SONS 

EQUIPMENT SPONSORS
COSCO | INDPRO

KIT SPONSOR FOR YOUTH LEAGUE
DECATHALON

MEDICAL/ HEALTHCARE PARTNER
KAUVERY HOSPITAL
 
MEDICAL SUPPORT  (TN LEAGUE)
MIOT HOSPITAL

PRIZE SPONSORS
AGS  CINEMAS
FRUIT SHOP ON GREAMS ROAD

FOOD/SNACK SPONSOR
SLURRP FARMS 



Great Goals Trust
Email: admin@greatgoalschennai.com

Tel: +919884632038
www.greatgoalschennai.com

Engage | Inspire |Empower


